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sió

n

Recientemente fueron publicados, en su
u pá
página Web, los resultados de la
evaluación de revistas científicas en Humanidades
umanidades
manidades qque
ue impulsa la European
Science Foundation (ESF). Allí, se describen
scriben tanto
tan los mecanismos de
evaluación de las revistas, como las ppolíticas e inte
intenciones que las motivaron.
Consideramos de la mayor importancia
para la comunidad de Relime, el compartir
ortancia
cia par
que nuestra revista ingresó
ó a dicha base eeuropea en este 2011, ubicándose
con ello como la única revista
iberoamericana en el área de Pedagogical and
evista
ista iberoameric
Educational Research en el grupo de revistas
con el más alto nivel de visibilidad
revi
rev
internacional.

Ve
r

La explicación
ación del proce
proceso dde evaluación realizada por ESF, deja ver la
importancia que tiene
nuestra comunidad la inclusión de Relime en ERIH.
iene para nue
nues
Ésta dice:
The
h European Ref
he
Refe
Reference Index for the Humanities (ERIH) is the only
reference
referenc
eferenc
ence
nce index created
cr
and developed by European researchers both for their
ownn purposes
purpo
p rpo
rposes and in order to present their ongoing research achievements
rp
systematically to the rest of the world. It is also a unique project because, in
systema
systematica
the cont
conte
context of a world dominated by publication in English, it highlights the
vast
ast range of world-class research published by humanities researchers
in the European languages.
A list of core disciplines was identified as central to the European humanities
community and Expert Panels in these disciplines were set up to review
journals which had been proposed by the various ESF Member Organizations
(MOs) as well as by editors and publishers.
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The ERIH Revised Lists 2011 published herewith are the result of the second
round of the ERIH project, following the revisions of the ERIH Initial Lists.
Background

m
e

The European Reference Index for the Humanities (ERIH) is the only
reference index created and developed by European researchers both for their
own purposes and in order to present their ongoing research achievements
ement
systematically to the rest of the world. It is also a unique project because,
ecause,
e, in
the context of a world dominated by publication in English, it highlights
ts the
vast range of world-class research published by humanities
ties researchers
esearchers
in the European languages.

sió
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In 2001, researchers and representatives of ESF Member
er Organizations
Organiza
Organizati
(MOs) met in Budapest to discuss the problem off the low visibility of much
European humanities research. It was agreed that
hat this was largely ccaused by
the inadequacy of existing bibliographic / biblio
bibliometric
bibli
metric indices, which were
all USA-based with a stress on the experimental
sciences and their
imental
men and
d exact sci
methodologies and with a marked bias towards
English-language
publication.
owards
wards English
English-lan
A new Reference Index was needed which
represent the full range of
h would repre
high-quality research published in E
Europe in
humanities and thus also
n the hu
serve as a tool of access to this resear
research. ESF S
Standing Committee for the
Humanities took responsibility
bility for the deve
development of the ERIH.

Ve
r

The first phase of thee project
ect was comple
complete
completed with the publication in late autumn
y 2008 of fourtee
fourteen E
2007 and in early
ERIH Initial Lists, covering academic
journals. The term ‘initial
initial lists’ w
was chosen to indicate that this is the first
stage in the establishment
blishment of cat
categorized lists of quality research journals for
the Humanities.
manities.
ies. From the bbeginning the project has been based on the
assumption
mption
n that further rounds of feedback and structured stakeholder
involvement
volvement
ment would lead to revisions and updates of the lists.
Revised Lists 2011 published herewith are the result of the second
The
he ER
ERIH
ERIH Revise
Revis
ERIH project, following the revisions of the ERIH Initial Lists.
round off the
th E
ERIH process
The ER

The ERIH peer-review process is necessarily complex and is kept under
continual scrutiny. In the first phase of ERIH an initial list of core
disciplines was identified and an Expert Panel set up for each of these to
review 14,000 which had been proposed by the ESF Member Organizations.
Following this first review, the draft initial lists were subject to consultation
involving MOs, European-level and some national subject associations
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and a number of specialist research centers. With this feedback, the Panels
established ERIH Initial Lists and, following validation by the ESF Standing
Committee for the Humanities and the HERA (Humanities in the European
Research Area) ERA NET Board; these were published in late autumn 2007
and in early 2008.
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In the second round of ERIH (2008–2011) a formal online feedback procedure
was set up to enable researchers, editors, publishers and any other interested
erested
parties to provide information on subscriptions, the countries off origin
n of
authors, acceptance and rejection percentages etc. (the feedback
k information
ation
form is available here). In their work, the Expert Panels, which
ch met
et between
November 2008 and January 2011, used information provided
vided onn over 3540
forms by editors and publishers as well as data from publicly
licly available
vailable source
sources
– journal websites, ULRICH’s database, European Library
y Portal, etc
etc.). To
ensure fairness, a mechanism of systematic turnover
membership was
ver of panel membersh
also implemented in the second round.

n

The outcome is the ERIH Revised Lists 2011
include
many new journals
011
1 which
w
in
nclude man
as well as those updated from the ERIH
Lists.
However it should
RIH
H Initial List
s. H
be noted that the lists include only journals that were sub
submitted to ERIH before
subm
a closing date (list of closing dates available
le here) and were evaluated by
the Panel. Therefore even in the Revis
Revised List 20
2011 some scholarly journals
may be missing despite being
quality and important to their research
eing of high qual
field.

sió

Impact and challenges
lenges
eng

Ve
r

ERIH is ann extremely
emely timely
timel pr
project which has contributed substantially to
debates on impact
evaluation mechanisms for humanities
mpact and the appropriate
ap
app
research
rch within
thin Europe aas well as globally. The project has triggered lively
debate
humanities researchers and funders on topics such as research
bate among humanit
humaniti
evaluation,
eva
evalu
valuation,
valu
ation, impact aassessment, bibliometrics, and publication cultures in the
humanities.
(Information on relevant events is available: Relevance and Impact
humani
umaanit
anities.
nities. (Info
(Infor
Humanities
and Changing Publication Cultures in the Humanities).
of the Hum
umani
um
radical undertaking has inevitably involved a steep learning curve,
Thiss rad
and
d one
o valuable aspect has been the opportunity to learn in practice how
the community of European humanities researchers can best benchmark its
outputs across the vast variety of its methodologies, disciplines and languages.
This multiplicity is, as is well known, both richness and a challenge.
One key aim of the first phase of the project, which covers academic journals
only, was to raise the threshold of editorial standards throughout Europe.
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Any journal accepted in the ERIH lists has had to meet stringent benchmark
standards: peer review of submissions, an active international editorial board,
timeliness of turnaround, openness to new authors, professional bibliographic
information, etc (full definitions of criteria available here). It can already
be observed that in order to seek inclusion in the ERIH lists more and more
academic journals in the Humanities are adhering to these standards.
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The pilot phase of ERIH revealed a number of challenges. One key
y issue
was how to represent at an international level the high-quality work being
eing
published in nationally-based journals. ERIH is unique in having
g brought
ht this
question to the fore. In the three categories of journals into which
ich thee lists were
divided, there is a category unique to ERIH, that of European
opean publications
with a particular (generally linguistically circumscribed)
cribed) readership in
i
Europe. In the publication of the ERIH Initial Lists,, this category
listed
tegory was lis
third, following the two groups of international-category
al-category
egory journals
journa which
comprise both European and non-European publications
lications in English and
a major
international languages, and the three categories
egor s were named ‘A’, ‘B’ and
egorie
‘C’. The difference between the categories,
been
es,, aas has be
en stressed
stress in numerous
statements of the Standing Committee forr the Humani
Humanities
Humanit
ties (SCH) and ERIH
Steering Committee, is not of quality but
Yet the nomenclature
ut of kind. Y
resulted in the misunderstandingg that the orderr was qualitatively
hierarchical.
q
In response to concerns voiced
community
ed byy the co
t of researchers, these three
categories have been renamed,
amed, reordered and based on verbal descriptors,
which indicate the crucial
cial
al difference between
betwe the NATional journals and the
INTernational journals:
nals:

Ve
r

NATional (NAT)
with a recognized scholarly
NAT) European publications
pu
significancee among
researchers in the respective research domains in a
ong research
researcher
particular
linguistically circumscribed) readership group in Europe;
ar (mostly
ostly linguistic
linguistica
occasionally
sionally
y cited outsid
outside the publishing country, though their main target
group
roup is the domes
domestic aacademic community.
INTernational
both European and non-European publications with
INTern
NTern
rnational
national (INT):
n
(
recognized scholarly significance among researchers in the
an internationally
internati
inte
ation
ati
ti
respectiv research domains, and which are regularly cited worldwide.
respective
International journals are themselves classified into two sub-categories based
on a combination of two criteria: influence and scope:
INT1 Sub-Category: international publications with high visibility and
influence among researchers in the various research domains in different
countries, regularly cited all over the world.
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INT2 Sub-Category: international publications with significant visibility and
influence in the various research domains in different countries.
W Category Journals: journals which published their first issue three years or
less before the closing date for feedbacks for a given panel”. Closing dates list
is available here.

m
e

The new nomenclature is applied in ERIH Revised Lists 2011 and will remain
from now on.
Another challenge was how to represent expertise in sub-disciplines
isciplines
nes within
panels which cover very large and diverse fields, like History,
tory, Literature and
Linguistics. In the future it may be advisable to consider
er dividing
ding these larg
large
disciplines into smaller ones to achieve better expertise
tise coverage.
erage

The Work of ERIH Panels

Cl
a

ERIH aims to cover periodicals in most European
Again it is
opean languages. A
a challenge to ensure such coverage and in the
future
he fu
futu
ure a mechanism of external
consultations to achieve even better linguistic
coverage
uistic
isti cover
age may bbe introduced.
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Over 140 researchers from 28 countries
untries participated on a voluntary basis in
the work of the ERIH panels
They did preparation work,
nels in the two rounds.
ro
participated in panel meetings and elec
electronic discussions. Their effort
elect
was crucial to the success
project. Special thanks go to the panel
ess of the proje
pro
chairs who were
leading the work of their panels and
re responsible for le
maintaining motivation
the complex process. List of ERIH
vation throughout
through
Panel Experts
erts is available here.
he

Ve
r

Future
ure plans
ns

Thee ERIH
E
Revised Lists 2011 published herewith are part of a dynamic
ongoing
ngoingg process,
process as the ESF Standing Committee for the Humanities seeks to
framework that will not only enable the research excellence of the
develop a ffram
develo
in Europe to be better recognized internationally but also help
humanit
humanities
national
nationa
na research systems in Europe to determine the international impact of
the research activity carried out in various disciplines in their country. In
order to achieve these aims, more dialogue with the research community is
required through both its disciplinary and geographical representations (e.g.
disciplinary associations on European and national levels).
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The completion of the second phase of ERIH is an appropriate moment to
take stock of what has been learned through this pilot project and to reflect
on its strengths and weaknesses as well as on its future. At a meeting in
March 2010 with the ESF Member Organizations discussion began on how
to carry the work forward. This is the subject of a separate ongoing project.
In this framework, exploratory work is being developed by the SCH and ESF
office together with the ESF MOs to see how the ERIH lists can be linked to
existing and proposed national databases; this would take advantage of and
bring together work being done in the national contexts. Another
her major
challenge for the next phase is how to include books (monographs
hs and edited
dited
volumes).
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ERIH belongs to European researchers and the bodies that fund
support
und and suppor
suppo
them. In the face of the ‘impact measurements’ that
at are being
eing develop
developed in
all areas of academic life, it enables European academics
humanities to
ademics
cs in the hum
human
highlight and develop their research in an autonomous,
and flexible
nomous, rigorous an
way and also better to understand and promote
itss national and international
mote it
importance.
ESF Standing Committee for the Humanities
ies
es

ió

Anthropology
Gender Studies
ie
ies
History
Philosophy
ophy
y of science
Linguistics
guistics
tics
Musicology
olo
Pedagogical
edagogical and educational research
Philosophy
hilosophy
Psycholog
Psychology
Psy
y

Ve
rs

-

n

Las áreas que serán clasificadas
das durante el pr
primer semestre de 2011 son:

Lass áreas que sserán clasificadas durante el segundo semestre de 2011 son:
-

A
Archeology
Art and Art history
Literature
Classical Studies
Religious Studies
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Presentamos a continuación la relación de títulos de revistas en el campo
de Matemática Educativa con registro ISSN, ubicadas en las Subcategorías:
INT 1, INT 2 y NAT del “ERIH revised lists 2011” en el área de “Pedagogical
and Educational Research – (PER)”. Vale la pena advertir que de un total de 518
revistas registradas en el PER, sólo el 3.08% (16 títulos) son de nuestro campo
disciplinar.
INT 1. Total: 6 / 97 records

1570-1824

Educational Studies in Mathematics
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education
tion
Mathematical Thinking and Learning
g
Recherches en Didactique des Mathém
Mathé
Mathématiques
atique
atiques
Revista Latinoamericana dee Investigaci
Investigación
nv
ón en M
Matemática Educativa
– Relime
Statistics Education Research Journal
ournal
urnal

n

INT 2. Total: 7 / 312 records

Cl
a

0013-1954
0021-8251
1098-6065
0246-9367
1665-2436

m
e

INT1 Sub-Category: international publications with high visibility and
influence among researchers in the various research domains
mains in different
countries, regularly cited all over the world.

Enseñanza
ñanza
za de las Cienci
Ciencia
Ciencias
For
or thee Learning of M
Mathematics
International
national Journal
Jou
of Mathematical Education in Science and
Technology
Journal of M
Mathematical Behavior (The)
Journal of
o Mathematics Teacher Education
Teach
Teachin
Teaching Statistics
ZDM - The International Journal on Mathematics Education

Ve
rs

0212-4521
0228-0671
0020-739X

ió

INT2 Sub-Category: international
nternational
ernational publicati
publications with significant visibility and
influence in the various
ous research
esearch domai
domains in different countries.

0732-3123
3
1386-4416
4416
41
0141-982X
1-982X
82X
X
1863-9690
863-9690

NAT.
T. Total: 3 / 109 records

NATional (NAT) European publications with a recognized scholarly
significance among researchers in the respective research domains in a
particular (mostly linguistically circumscribed) readership group in Europe;
occasionally cited outside the publishing country, though their main target
group is the domestic academic community.
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0987-7576
1120-9968
1104-2176

Annales de Didactique et de Sciences Cognitives
La Matematica e la sua Didattica
Nordisk matematikkdidaktikk/Nordic Studies in Mathematics Education
– NOMAD

Cl
am
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Esta inclusión en el índice ERIH, muestra un logro más de Relime,
pues confirma que la comunidad latinoamericana de Matemática Ed
Educativa
alcanza, con sus publicaciones, una mayor visibilidad internacional.
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Huitzilac,
MÉXICO
itzilac,
c, Morelos, MÉ
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